Abstract
Introduction
Testing GUI is a hard and monotonous labor. So far, a large number of scholars and experts have been addressing themselves to the study of related fields. In the 1970s, some scholars suggested that testing software design be modeled by finite-state machines and testing software errors be found [1] . Thereafter another researchers applied the approach to the domain of testing GUI. It was called an improved model of finite-state machines, i.e. complete interaction sequence (CIS) [2] . After having come to recognize the fact that it increasingly did not satisfy the modeling requirements of GUI automation test, experts proposed an event-flow model based on event-flow graph. They investigated a variety of automatic generation approaches to GUI test cases, which were closely connected with the adopted GUI model like abovementioned CIS. Besides, they simultaneously presented an algorithm to check the complete testing cases [4] . And an AI planning-based approach to GUI test was employed [5, 6] , which utilized the partial ordering planning in the field of AI Planning and attained test cases by the goal-driven method of searching state point. During the process of generating test cases by an AI planning-based approach, hierarchical GUI test case generation is derived [7] . In addition, other contribution like Memon and his colleagues at the University of Maryland are worth attention and they have made great progress in the theories of coverage criteria for GUI testing [8] and test oracles for GUI-based software applications [9] .
However, these approaches have not yet fully been put into practice in GUI automation test systems of industry fields for the time being, which are roughly classified into three categories: capture and replay mode, scripts-driven mode, and data-driven mode. There exist several distinct defects among them such as heavily depending on manual work, being characteristic of low adaptability to software variation, and lacking systematic management for testing cases and their coverage. Accordingly, in an effort to enhance the automation test, a more highly automated GUI testing model, which is based on the event-flow graphs, is proposed. Section 2 gives a brief description of GUI automation test model based on event-flow graph and also describes two types of algorithms of generating automation test cases. Section 3 depicts the development of a corresponding prototype system based on Microsoft UI automation framework. Finally, the conclusions and future work are given in Section 4.
A GUI automation test model based on the event-flow graph
In References [8, 9] , Memon et al. presented an event-flow graph model when deeply studying the coverage criteria for GUI testing, whose purpose was to describe the mutual relationship among the object events more clearly. Thus a model, which was equipped with the most complete functions for GUI test, came into existence. But our event-flow graph model is obtained by simplifying the above model. It is actually a two-dimension vector < V , E >, where V denotes event sets in GUI and E represents order relationships of event execution in GUI. Their definitions are the same as the origin in References [8, 9] . In this model, non hierarchy modeling means neglecting the process of constructing components for GUI objects, thus enhancing the automation level for GUI test. What we have to do is to find out the GUI events which are executed immediately after previous events occur in terms of GUI states. In the course of reverse engineering, every GUI event has been gone through to discover the GUI events. Based on these GUI execution events, the vector event-flow graph is established. Then aiming at the requirements of GUI automation test, an improved ant colony optimization algorithm is employed to establish a sequence of testing cases in the course of the daily smoke test. In addition, the spanning tree obtained by goal-directed searching approach is utilized to obtain the testing cases from goal point to outset point in the course of the deep regression test. These cases are applied to test the new GUI. These algorithms are elaborated as follows.
The improved ACO algorithm for the daily smoke test suggested in the paper defines elicitation variables and a tabu list and takes into consideration the consanguineous combination of a max-min ant system (MMAS), an ant colony algorithm based on an adaptive pheromone, and a type of rewards and penalty mechanism of pheromone volatilization. Its concrete formulae is concisely expressed below as subsection functions (1)~ (3) and equations (4)~(6).
where the number of crunodes is the rank, the number of ants is M. (3) others preferentially considered when another goal crunode is selected. If the algorithm is convergent, the generated event crunode sequences are the desired GUI sample test cases for testing new GUI.
The algorithm based on the spanning tree obtained by goal-directed searching approach for the deep regression test is described as [10] .
According to the theory of the spanning tree which shows simple path is corresponding to the shortest distance [11] , GUI sample event cases can be gained.
Developing the GUI Automation test system
The GUI automation test prototype system is developed by means of Microsoft UI Automation frame, integrated development environment of Visual Studio 2005, and advanced language C#. The Microsoft UI Automation frame provides developer with more unified and refined accesses to Windows API than before.
The prototype system is comprehensive of three chief functional modules: 1) a module of event-flow graph modeling based on reverse engineering and test oracle pick-up; 2) a module of testing case generation; 3) a module of testing execution and report completion. Mutual relationships among the modules are complicated and each module has its input data and fixed output document format .dot. Their relationships are represented in Figure 1 . The hollow arrow shows the data flow direction. As Figure 1 . shows, test oracle pick-up sub-module and event-flow graph modeling sub-module are used to acquire the relevant information from GUI sample and to generate test oracle and event-flow graph model. Furthermore, manual verification is also employed to enquire whether there are some faults about GUI objects or not. After the performance, testing case generation module is transferred to create required test cases for new GUI test. Then these cases act as testing new GUI. Eventually, testing results are passed into test report completion module to work out an ultimate testing document.
In the course of dealing with transactions, the first part is the most difficult one in the system. Microsoft UI Automation frame is used to implement a dynamic automatic analysis. Figure 2. shows the interface of test oracle pick-up sub-module and event-flow graph modeling sub-module.
In test case generation module, the above dot file is called and resolved for attaining hash codes of crunodes and corresponding vector borders, creating a vector graph by using the generally professional plotting software Graphviz. The GUI sample test cases are worked out in terms of the above algorithms.
In the module of testing execution and report completion, the required event information is obtained through looking for the hash codes of new GUI. Then Microsoft UI Automation is used to locate and call the event control components of new GUI. The testing modes are strong determinants of whether test oracle is selected to judge the test results or not. If the test is a daily smoke one, the testing result is evaluated when each event is executed; if the test is a deep regression one, the testing result is assessed when goal event is executed. Whether the GUI test is a considerable success or not is learned by comparing test results with previous records by means of test oracle.
Conclusions
Based on the event-flow graph modeling, a new GUI automation test model is presented. In the model, an improved ACO is put forward to generate test cases in the daily smoke test and a spanning tree is utilized to create test cases in the deep regression test. These test cases are generally applied in new GUI test. Moreover, a prototype system is developed on the basis of Microsoft UI Automation frame.
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